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Abstract
Aaronson and Drucker (2011) asked whether there exists a quantum finite automaton that
can distinguish fair coin tosses from biased ones by spending significantly more time in accepting
states, on average, given an infinite sequence of tosses. We answer this question negatively.
1 Introduction
In a 2011 work, Aaronson and Drucker [AD11] investigated the ability of a finite automaton to
distinguish, given an infinite sequence of coin tosses, whether the coins are fair or (12 ± ǫ)-biased.
There are several axes of consideration discussed in [AD11], three of which we state here:
1. Whether the automaton is classical (and probabilistic), or quantum.
2. Whether ǫ > 0 is “known” or not; i.e., whether the automaton can depend on ǫ.
3. The mechanism by which the automaton makes its decision. One possibility is that the
automaton guesses “biased” by halting, and guesses “fair” by running forever. A laxer possi-
bility is that the automaton always runs forever, with each of its states designated “biased” or
“fair”; its final decision is based on the limiting time-average it spends in “biased” vs. “fair”
states. We refer to the two mechanisms as “one-sided halting” and “limiting acceptance”.
For example, an old result of Hellman and Cover [HC70] is that even when ǫ is known and limiting
acceptance is allowed, a classical automaton needs Ω(1/ǫ) states to solve the problem. On the other
hand, Aaronson and Drucker made the interesting observation that for every fixed known ǫ, there’s
a quantum automaton with just 2 states that solves the problem using one-sided halting. They
also showed no quantum automaton with a fixed number of states can solve the problem for every
unknown ǫ, if the decision mechanism is one-sided halting.
Aaronson and Drucker asked whether the same negative result holds even if the automaton is
allowed to use the limiting acceptance decision mechanism. Indeed, for the 48 different variations of
the problem they considered, this was the only variant that remained unsolved. In 2014, Aaronson
called this question one of the “Ten Most Annoying Problems in Quantum Computing” [Aar14].
In this work, we make the world of quantum computing 10% less annoying by resolving the
problem in the negative. Stated informally, our main theorem is the following (a precise phrasing
appears below after we give some formal definitions):
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Theorem 1.1. There is no quantum finite automaton that has the following property, simultane-
ously for every ǫ ∈ [−12 , 12 ] \ {0}: Given access to an infinite sequence of coin tosses, if the coin is
(12 + ǫ)-biased then the automaton spends at least 2/3 of its time guessing “biased”, and if the coin
is fair then the automaton spends at least 2/3 of its time guessing “fair”.
Proving this theorem involves a careful understanding of the fixed points of quantum channels.
2 Classical and quantum automata
In this section we review the definitions of probabilistic and quantum finite state automata. Al-
though we are ultimately only concerned with quantum automata, we feel it is instructive to also
discuss probabilistic automata at the same time. All of our automata will have input alphabet
Σ = {0, 1}, which may be thought of as {tails,heads}.
A classical deterministic automaton on alphabet Σ = {0, 1} has some d basic-states,1 an initial
basic-state i0 ∈ [d], and transition rules f0, f1 : [d] → [d]. Given a sequence of input symbols
w1, w2, w3, . . . ∈ {0, 1}, the automaton operates as follows: It starts in basic-state i0 at time 0.
Then, if it is in basic-state it at time t ∈ N, it transitions to basic-state fwt+1(it) at time t + 1.
Automata also typically have their basic-states classified as “accept” or “reject”; we discuss this
more later.
One can also consider classical probabilistic automata. These have randomized transitions,
which can be encoded by a pair of d × d stochastic matrices S0, S1. Now at any time t the
automaton can be in a “probabilistic-state”, represented by a length-d probability vector πt. (An
initial probabilistic-state π0 is also specified.) On reading symbol wt+1, the automaton transitions
to the probabilistic-state πt+1 = Swt+1πt.
Finally, the setting for a quantum automaton is a d-dimensional Hilbert space H (which we may
think of as having an orthonormal basis of “basic-state vectors” |1〉 , . . . , |d〉). At any time t, the
automaton has a “quantum-state”, which is a density operator ρt ∈ B(H). Here B(H) denotes the
set of linear operators onH, and a density operator means a positive semidefinite operator of trace 1.
(Probabilistic-states are the special case of quantum-states in which ρt is diagonal with respect to
|1〉 , . . . , |d〉.) The transition rules are now any two allowable quantum transformations Φ0,Φ1; i.e.,
they are quantum channels (superoperators) on B(H). Here a quantum channel means a linear
map Φ : B(H)→ B(H) that is completely positive and trace-preserving; an equivalent condition is
that there exist (non-unique) Kraus operators K1, . . . ,Kr ∈ B(H) with
∑r
i=1K
†
iKi = 1 such that
Φ(ρ) =
∑r
i=1KiρK
†
i . (For more on quantum channels, see e.g. [Wol12].) Again, an initial quantum-
state ρ0 is given, and on reading symbol wt+1, the automaton transitions from quantum-state ρt
to quantum-state ρt+1 = Φwt+1(ρt).
Automata with random inputs. This paper is concerned with automata whose inputs are
infinite sequences of p-biased coin tosses, p ∈ [0, 1]. More formally, we always assume the input
symbols w1, w2, w3, . . . ∈ {0, 1} are chosen independently at random with Pr[wt = 1] = p. Because
of this assumption, we can give a simplified formalization of probabilistic and quantum automata. In
the case of probabilistic automata, at each time step (independently) we apply S1 with probability p
and S0 with probability 1 − p. It is clear that this is equivalent to simply applying the stochastic
matrix Sp := pS1 + (1 − p)S0 at each time step. In other words, the probabilistic-state of a
1There is an unfortunate terminology clash involving the word “state” — in automata theory, “states” are the
basic vertices in automaton graphs, whereas in quantum mechanics a “state” usually means the “mixed quantum
state” or “density operator” of a given system. Throughout we’ll refer to the former as “basic-states” and the latter
as “quantum-states”.
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probabilistic automaton after t time steps is simply Stpπ0. The setup is precisely equivalent to a
Markov chain on [d] with transition matrix Sp.
Similarly for quantum automata, at each time step we apply Φ1 with probability p and Φ0 with
probability 1−p; this is physically equivalent to simply applying the channel Φp := pΦ1+(1−p)Φ0
at each time step. (This is ultimately because being in quantum-state ρ with probability p and
quantum-state ρ′ with probability 1−p is physically equivalent to being in quantum-state pρ+(1−
p)ρ′.) Thus the quantum-state of a probabilistic automaton after t time steps is simply Φtp(ρ0); we
have here the quantum analogue of a Markov chain.
Automaton acceptance probability. As discussed in Section 1, we will be considering “limiting
acceptance”, the most relaxed possible notion for automaton acceptance. We first define this in the
context of probabilistic automata. Here, each basic-state in [d] is classified as either guessing “Fair”
or “Biased”. We write efair ∈ Rd for the 0-1 indicator of the Fair states. Thus if the automaton
is in probabilistic-state π ∈ Rd, the probability it is in a Fair basic-state is 〈efair, π〉. We then
consider, for a sequence of T coin tosses, the average probability with which the automaton is in a
Fair basic-state:
fT (p) :=
1
T
T∑
t=1
〈efair, Stpπ0〉 =
〈
efair,
( 1
T
T∑
t=1
Stp
)
π0
〉
.
Finally, we consider the limiting value of this probability:
f(p) := lim
T→∞
fT (p) = 〈efair, S∞p π0〉, where S∞p := lim
T→∞
1
T
T∑
t=1
Stp.
Here we relied on the well-known fact that the limiting matrix S∞p exists. (In fact, S
∞
p is also a
stochastic matrix, and it acts by projection onto the 1-eigenspace of Sp; we discuss this further
in Section 3.) One may then say that the probabilistic automaton “guesses Fair in the limit”
if f(p) ≥ 23 , and “guesses Biased in the limit” if f(p) ≤ 13 . (It may be considered “indecisive”
otherwise.)
The definitions for a quantum automaton are extremely similar. The automaton is assumed to
come equipped with an “acceptance POVM”, {Efair,1−Efair}. (Here Efair ∈ B(H) is any operator
satisfying 0  Efair  1, and 1 denotes the identity operator.) If the automaton is in quantum-
state ρ, the probability of it measuring “Fair” is 〈Efair, ρ〉 := tr(E†fairρ). We can then again define
the limiting average probability of guessing “Fair” via
fT (p) :=
1
T
T∑
t=1
〈Efair,Φtpπ0〉 =
〈
Efair,
( 1
T
T∑
t=1
Φtp
)
π0
〉
,
f(p) := lim
T→∞
fT (p) = 〈Efair,Φ∞p π0〉, where Φ∞p := lim
T→∞
1
T
T∑
t=1
Φtp. (1)
Again, it is known that the limiting operator Φ∞p exists; this is explicitly discussed in Section 3.
As before, one may say that the quantum automaton “guesses Fair in the limit” if f(p) ≥ 23 , and
“guesses Biased in the limit” if f(p) ≤ 13 .
We may now state the main theorem of this paper:
Theorem 2.1. In the setting of quantum automata reading p-biased bits (as described above), the
function f from (1) is a continuous function of p ∈ (0, 1).
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This theorem is a formal strengthening of Theorem 1.1, our negative result for coin distinguish-
ing stated in Section 1. For example, it implies that if an automaton guesses “Fair” in the limit”
for p = 12 , then for all sufficiently small ǫ it cannot guess “Biased” in the limit for p =
1
2 ± ǫ. In
fact, we get the inability of quantum automata to distinguish p-biased and (p± ǫ)-biased coins with
limiting acceptance for any fixed p ∈ (0, 1). As noted in [AD11], this is sharp in the sense that
there is a trivial 2-state deterministic classical automaton that distinguishes a 0-biased coin from
any ǫ-biased coin, even with one-sided halting.
3 Outline of the proof
Here we give an outline of the proof of Theorem 2.1. At the same time, it will be instructive to
outline the analogous proof in the special case of probabilistic automata. To prove that the limiting
acceptance probability f(p) from (1) is continuous for p ∈ (0, 1), it is enough to prove the following:
Theorem 3.1. Φ∞p is continuous for p ∈ (0, 1).
Here for definiteness we can take the metric on channels induced by the operator norm on B(H);
Theorem 2.1 then follows because matrix multiplication and inner product are continuous.
Now is a good time to review the properties of Φ∞p . In general, let Φ denote any channel on B(H).
Then the following are known [Wol12, Prop. 6.3] (and easy) facts: First, Φ∞ := limT→∞
1
T
∑T
t=1 Φ
t
exists and is itself a channel. Second, as an operator Φ∞, acts as projection onto the fixed
points V1(Φ) of Φ. Here we are using the following notation:
Notation 3.2. For any operator A we write V1(A) for the eigenspace of A with eigenvalue 1, i.e.,
the invariant subspace for A.
As mentioned earlier, the analogous statements are true regarding S∞, when S is a stochastic
operator. (In both the probabilistic and quantum cases, the essential point is that the operator in
question has spectral radius 1.)
Returning to Theorem 3.1, certainly Φp = pΦ1+(1−p)Φ0 varies continuously for p ∈ [0, 1]. But
what we need to prove is that the invariant subspace V1(Φp) of Φp varies continuously for p ∈ (0, 1).
There is one obvious potential obstruction: the dimension of V1(Φp) might change as p varies. (As
we will see, this is actually the only obstruction.) Now in general, slightly perturbing a matrix can
change the dimension of its 1-eigenspace. However we are not concerned with completely general
perturbations: we are just considering all the convex combinations of two fixed channels Φ0,Φ1.
The main technical theorem in our paper will be the following:
Theorem 3.3. For any channels Φ0,Φ1, the dimension dimV1(Φp) is the same for all p ∈ (0, 1).
We will discuss the intuition for this theorem below. But first we will observe that Theorem 3.1
is an elementary linear-algebraic consequence of Theorem 3.3. This deduction of Theorem 3.1 from
Theorem 3.3 is a little more familiar if we consider 1 − Φp rather than Φp. Then Φ∞p is the pro-
jection onto the kernel of 1 − Φp, and it is elementary that, given a continuously-parameterized
family of matrices like p 7→ 1−Φp, the kernel varies continuously wherever the nullity (in this case,
dimV1(Φp)) is locally constant. For a simple explicit proof see, e.g., [use15].
Thus all that remains in this work is to prove Theorem 3.3. We will do this in Section 4, but
first we provide some intuition and introduce a key definition, that of combinatorially equivalent
channels.
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3.1 Intuition for Theorem 3.3
All of our discussion so far applies equally to probabilistic automata defined by stochastic matri-
ces S0, S1. So let us first consider the analogue of Theorem 3.3 in this case. Here we have a family
of Markov chains defined by Sp = pS1 + (1− p)S0 and we want to consider the dimension of their
invariant subspaces. It is well known that the invariant subspace V1(S) of the Markov chain defined
by S is spanned by a linearly independent set of invariant probabilistic-states. Thus dimV1(S) is
equal to the number of linearly independent (“fundamentally different”, one might say) invariant
distributions.
In the study of Markov chains, it’s popular to focus on the irreducible case, in which case there is
a unique invariant probability distribution; i.e., dimV1(S) = 1. However in general we must consider
reducible Markov chains (the “mathematically annoying case”, as Hellman and Cover [HC70] put
it). Fortunately, the theory of reducible Markov chains is well developed, and it is known that
there is one linearly independent invariant distribution per every communication class of the Markov
chain. Here the “communication classes” of the Markov chain defined by S are precisely the strongly
connected components of the underlying digraph on [d]; i.e., the graph which has a directed edge
(i, j) whenever Sij 6= 0. Given this theory, it is easy to deduce the analogue of Theorem 3.3; the
point is that for any fixed S0, S1, the underlying digraph of Sp is the same for all p ∈ (0, 1). Since
Sp = pS1+ (1− p)S0, an edge (i, j) is present in Sp is present if and only if it is present in both S0
and S1. Thus Sp has the same set (hence number) of communication classes for all p ∈ (0, 1), as
needed.
In this paper, we show there is an analogous sequence of ideas in the quantum case, using some
of the recently developed theory of fixed points of quantum channels. Given a quantum channel Φ,
it is known [Wol12, Cor. 6.5] that V1(Φ) is always spanned by linearly independent quantum-states.
The analogous notion to communication classes is that of minimal enclosures. Further, similar to
how the communication classes of a Markov chain are determined only by the nonzero pattern of its
transition matrix, the minimal enclosures of a quantum channel are determined only by its Kraus
operators. We then make use of the fact that all the convex combinations Φp of two channels Φ0,Φ1
have related Kraus operators. Specifically, we introduce the following notion:
Definition 3.4. We will say that two channels Φ and Φ̂ (with the same Hilbert space H) are
combinatorially equivalent if there are Kraus operators K1, . . . ,Kr for Φ and K̂1, . . . , K̂r̂ for Φ̂ such
that each Ki is proportional to some K̂i′ and vice versa.
Given channels Φ0,Φ1 with Kraus operators {K(0)i : i ∈ [r0]}, {K(1)j : j ∈ [r1]} respectively, the
channel Φp = pΦ1+(1−p)Φ0 has Kraus operators {
√
1− pK(0)i : i ∈ [r0]}∪{
√
pK
(1)
j : j ∈ [r1]}. Thus
the channels Φp are all pairwise combinatorially equivalent for p ∈ (0, 1) (though not necessarily for
p ∈ {0, 1}). To show Theorem 3.3, it therefore suffices to show the following more general result:
Theorem 3.5. Suppose Φ and Φ̂ are combinatorially equivalent. Then dimV1(Φ) = dimV1(Φ̂).
4 The last step: proof of Theorem 3.5
To prove Theorem 3.5, we use some known results concerning the decomposition of a quantum
channel into irreducible components, and the structure of its invariant quantum-states. We will
specifically use the key decomposition theorem appearing variously as [Wol12, Theorem 6.14],
[BN12, Theorem 7], [CP15, Theorem 7.2].
Let Φ denote a quantum channel on B(H) with Kraus operators K1, . . . ,Kr. We are interested
in m = dimV1(Φ), the dimension of the space of Φ’s fixed points. As Φ is a quantum channel, it is
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known [Wol12, Prop. 6.1] that its spectral radius is 1 and that it has at least one eigenvalue equal
to 1; thus m ≥ 1. As mentioned, it is also known [Wol12, Cor. 6.5] that V1(Φ) is always spanned
by some m linearly independent quantum-states.
If ρ is a quantum-state, its support supp(ρ) is simply the range of ρ as a subspace of H. The
recurrent subspace for Φ is the subspace of H defined by
R = span{supp(ρ) : ρ is an invariant quantum-state}.
The orthogonal complement of R in H is denoted D; this is the decaying (or transient) subspace.
A subspace V ⊆ H is called an enclosure if supp(ρ) ⊆ V =⇒ supp(Φ(ρ)) ⊆ V for all quantum-
states ρ. We can relate this concept to Kraus operators via the following equivalence:
Fact 4.1. ([CP15, Proposition 4.4].) V is an enclosure if and only if KiV ⊆ V for all Kraus
operators Ki.
An enclosure V is called minimal if it is nonzero and all enclosures V ′ ⊆ V are equal to either
{0} or V . It is also known [BN12, Prop. 15] that a subspace of H is a minimal enclosure if and only
if it is the support of an extremal invariant quantum-state, meaning one that cannot be written as
a nontrivial convex combination of two distinct invariant quantum-states. One consequence is that
R = span{supp(ρ) : ρ is an extremal invariant quantum-state} = span{V : V is a minimal enclosure}.
(2)
The theorems [Wol12, Theorem 6.14], [BN12, Theorem 7], [CP15, Theorem 7.2] character-
ize V1(Φ) and the quantum-states therein in slightly different ways. To explain, we make some
definitions.
Definition 4.2. (In this definition, k, m1, . . . ,mk, d1, . . . , dk denote positive integers.)
Given Φ, we define a minimal enclosure decomposition to be an orthogonal decomposition of H
into subspaces
H = D ⊕
k⊕
i=1
Wi, where Wi =
mk⊕
j=1
Vi,j (3)
in which D is the decaying subspace for Φ, each Vi,j is a minimal enclosure, dimVi,j = di for all
1 ≤ j ≤ mi, and finally the following property holds: For any minimal enclosure X of Φ and any
1 ≤ i ≤ k, if X is not orthogonal to Wi then X ⊆ Wi. (In particular, if mi = 1 then X must
equal Wi.)
Definition 4.3. Suppose we have a minimal enclosure decomposition for Φ as above. Fix any
ordered orthogonal basis for H compatible with (3) (meaning the first dimD elements span D,
the next m1d1 elements come in m1 groups of d1 spanning V1,1, . . . ,V1,m1 respectively, etc.). Let
X ∈ B(H), and think of X in its matrix form with respect to the ordered basis.
Then we say that X respects the minimal enclosure decomposition if X is block-diagonal with
blocks corresponding to D, W1, . . . ,Wk, and furthermore X is 0 on the D-block and is of the form
Ai⊗ρi on theWi-block for some Ai ∈ Cmi×mi and some strictly positive density matrix ρi ∈ Cdi×di .
In symbols,
X = 0⊕
k⊕
i=1
Ai ⊗ ρi.
(We remark that the property of respecting the minimal enclosure decomposition does not depend
on the choice of the compatible orthogonal basis.)
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In combination, [Wol12, Theorem 6.14], [BN12, Theorem 7] state the following:2
Theorem 4.4. Given any channel Φ, there exists a minimal enclosure decomposition as in (3)
such that V1(Φ) consists precisely of all X ∈ B(H) that respect the decomposition. (An immediate
consequence is that m = dimV1(Φ) =
∑
im
2
i .) Finally, the quantum-states that are invariant
are precisely all such X with Ai = λiσi, where σ1, . . . , σk are density matrices and λ1, . . . , λk are
nonnegative reals summing to 1.
The statement of [CP15, Theorem 7.2] is slightly different:3
Theorem 4.5. Given any channel Φ, at least one minimal enclosure decomposition exists. Fur-
thermore, given any minimal enclosure decomposition
H = D ⊕
k̂⊕
i=1
Ŵi, where Ŵi =
m̂
k̂⊕
j=1
V̂i,j,
every invariant quantum-state for Φ respects it. (As an immediate consequence, m = dimV1(Φ) ≤
∑
i m̂
2
i .)
We are now able to give the proof of Theorem 3.5.
Proof of Theorem 3.5. Write m = dimV1(Φ) and m̂ = dimV1(Φ̂). Since Φ and Φ̂ play symmetric
roles, it suffices to show m̂ ≤ m. Apply Theorem 4.4 to Φ, obtaining a minimal enclosure decom-
position as in (3). We have m =
∑k
i=1m
2
i . We claim that this decomposition is also a minimal
enclosure decomposition for Φ̂. This will finish the proof of m̂ ≤ m, by Theorem 4.5.
To see the claim, we first observe that every enclosure V for Φ is an enclosure for Φ̂ (and vice
versa). This follows from Fact 4.1: V satisfies KiV ⊆ V for each Kraus operator Ki of Φ, and hence
the same is true for the Kraus operators K̂i′ of Φ̂, by combinatorial equivalence of Φ and Φ̂. It then
follows by definition that every minimal enclosure for Φ is also a minimal enclosure for Φ̂ (and vice
versa). Finally, the claim now follows because Φ and Φ̂ have the same decaying subspace (by (2))
and because Definition 4.2 of minimal enclosure decompositions depends only on which subspaces
of H are minimal enclosures.
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